For 1229A and 1229B Silencers:

On single door frames, install 3 silencers in vertical stop strip, at locations shown in Figure A.

Where pairs of doors contact the top stop strip only, install 4 silencers, 2 for each door.

Each side of the stop strip center. Normally allow 1/16" clearance between door and stop strip.

When equipped with door closers allow 1/8" clearance.

---CAUTION---

Avoid getting paint or varnish on silencers when doors are being finished.

1229A Installation:

Insert blunt end of 3/32" diameter wire or tool (furnished), into the hole in center of silencer.

Moisten cone portion and insert into 1/4" diameter hole (or alternately Ø 9/32 hole) in stop strip of frame. Push slowly with a circular motion, with sufficient pressure to set silencer in frame.

Diagram and instructions for installation of silencers in metal and wood frames.